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US Seeks Drug Sources
Escalates War on Narcotics
SERIAlS EPT..WASHING T 0 NNix·on
(UP 1} Nixon gave it responsibility for States was considerjng a bilateral
~esident

Nixon anno\lnced ·the
••&eation Tuesday ,of a cabinet·
level committee to coordinate all
~~91 narcotics control policies
1 o!l{a•·particularly to try to use the
weapons of diplomacy and
intelligence more in the war on
drugs.
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, named to head the
committee, called its creation the
best "effort yet made to con·trol
internatkmal national narcotics
traffic.''
Serving with Rogers will be
Attorney General John N.
Mitchell, Defense Secretary
Me 1vi n R. Laird, Treasury
Secretary John B. Connally and
Ambassador George Bush, the
U . S . U n 1 t e d Nations
1:epresentative.
Talking to reporters. at the.
White House, Rogers said his
group would seek to locate and
halt the source of Heroin and
other illicit drugs,
Entering a relatively new office, Karen Glaser became
In creating the committee,

SEP9

ZIMMERMAN.

•

Glaser Defines Goals;
Helps to Cut 'Red Tape'

Associated Dean of Students, July 1.
"This year our main goal of th~ Dean of Students is to
simply define what our job is to the students, faculty and
the administration," states Glaser.
"Many of the faculty and the administration still have
the idea this office has to do with the discipline of
students and many students have this idea also from their
parents," she continued. "This is not our function at all.
We are here to help the students in many different areas.
The Dean of Students' office handles all withdrawals
from UNM and is in charge of the residence halls. It also
co-ordinates the exchange program with the University of
Massachusetts where 10 to 12 students go and Gramblant
University to which only one student is sent.
Red Tape
"We feel that one of the most important jobs of the
Dean of Students office is cutting red tape for students in
working with the University," ex:plained Dean Glaser. "If a
student needs to get sont~thing done or needs to talk to
someone we can usually cut out a lot of the running
around for the student.
Another area where we do a lot is the Small Loan Fund
which we control. A number of organizations give us a
small amount which we loan out to students with no
interest. ASUNM gives a larger amount which we have to
place a very small interest on.
"Most of the loans that we handle are students who
simply need a few dollars more till the end of the month.
The office gets a lot of requests around vacation time for
travel money,, said Glaser.
Counseling
"Something new that we're trying this year is what we
call "Short Contact Counseling," said Glaser. "We're not
trying to replace the counseling department by any means.
But what we do is if a student comes to us and wants some
help in finding out what he should take to complete
graduation requirements, we'll help him.
"We'll counsel students in other areas also but only on a
limited basis. Any major work we turn over to the
counseling department.
,

narcotics control program with
Thailand and said the Laotian
government was in the process of
outlawing narcotics traffic there.
The creation of Rogers'
committee was seen as a step~ up
by the Nixon Administration in
its efforts to control the
international flow of narcotics .
The Administration already has
signed formal agreements with
F.rauce and Mexico in which the
countries agree to help combat
illicit drugs.
The United States has given
Turkey $3 million in foreign aid
funds to try to cut that nation's
reliance on Poppies as a cash crop
for its farmers but so far has not
been able to sign a formal
agreement.
Turkey, however, has agreed to
start phasing out Poppies and has
reduced the number of provinces
where it is grown from 21 in 1967
to 7 this year.

Afghan King Fights New Power Focus
Question Remains for Party Legalization
By MARTIN STUART·FOX
KABUL, Afghanistan (UPI)To sign or not to sign, that is the
question that faces his Majesty
Mohammad Nadir Shah, King of
Afghanistan.
The piece of legislation that the
King's signature will make law
would legalize the formation of
political parties in Afghanistan for
the first time in the nation's
history.
But the king is loath to sign
into law any alternative focus of
power. F<>r the past four years the
bill has been batted back and
forth between Parliament and the
Palace. Members of both the
lower house and the Senate, all
elected without party labels, have
passed and re-passed the bill in
various forms only to have it
returned with more suggestions
for alterations.
0 fficials close to the Palace
attempt to play down the
importance <>f the bill. But the
cortcensus of educated Afghans in
.Kabul is that it represents the
indispertsable next step in the
democratization process that
began with the present
constitution in 1964 and the
country's first elections the
following year.
Parties Already E;cist
One reason for the King's
1:eluctance to sign is that fledgling
political parties already exist,
especially on the extreme left.
Pr o·Chinese and pro·Soviet

Communist parties are already
well organized and would be the
first to benefit from the new law.
Tho fastest growing and best
organized party at present is the
pro-Chinese Sholai Jawid (Eternal
Flame), an estimated 80 of whose
membe~s are already in prison ant\
whose newspaper has been
banned. The party is still small
numerically but has a strong
appeal among University and high
school students.
The pro·Soviet Communists are
divided into two factions partly
along pP' M?nal lines, partly tribal.
-:nal Banned
The J. .. r~ham (Flag) group

,

Senate Meeting
Tonight
The ASUNM Senate
tonight will hold their first
meeting of the 1971·72
school year at 7 p.m. in
the Union, room 250 A-E.
The public is welcome..

whose journal of the same name
was banned after it tU>ed language
traditionally reserved for praise of
Mohammad to laud Lenin, is led
by Babrak Karmal, one of the two
pro-Communist Deputies in
Parliament.
The Khalk (People) faction is
centered on the southern city of
Kandahar and attracts the
Pushtu • speaking peoples.
A third party that would surely
take advantage of any new party
law is the left .. of - center Social
Democratic Progressive Party led
by former Prime Minister
Mohammad Hashem Maiwandwal.
His government was forced to
resign in 1967 after the King
hecamtl unhappy with his
attempts to organize a personal
political following.
The only other embryo
political parties are two of tlte
extreme right: the pro-Monarchist
Ittehadi .. I · Melli (National
Union.) attd the religious Akwart
Muslimin (Muslim Brotherhood),
modelled after its Arab
equivalent.
Under the Afghan constitution
the executive and l~gislativc are
independent of each other.
Deputies must resign their seats to
join the cabirtet. But in the event
that the next elections in 1973
should be fought along party lines
there will be strong pressure upon
the King to call upon ths leader of
the majority party to form the
goV'errtmen t.

YAF Endorses Agnew
Richard Nixon has at least
temporarily lost the support of
the Young Americans f<>r
Freedom (YAF). They;'lte
switched to Spiro Agnew as their
mart for '72.
The 70~000 • member
organization, which backed Nixon
in 1968, announced its change of
preferences retently at its nationl'11
conference, citing dissatisfaction
with Nixon's foreigrt and domestic
policies.
The pro-Agnew resolution
drawn up by 904 delegates at the
cortvention asserted the
President's domestic failures
"pale 10 when compared to his
foreign relations.
The resolution catne as part of
a mock election to determine the
sympathies of the delegates.
Nixon received only 40 votes
while Agrtew took the lion's share
ftom a list of 20 candidates
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coordinating all policies of the
federal government on illegal
narcotics and dangerous drugs and
said it would concentrate on
intelligence gathering and
diplomacy.
·
Recent studies by the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
(BNDD), an agency of the Justice
Department, showed that it
required six tons of Heroin a year
to meet the demands of U.S.
addicts.
Rogers reported "excellent
progress" in the U.S. sponsored
program to have the Turkish
government buy up .most of the
Poppy crop, which officials say is
the source of most of the heroin
smuggled into the United States.
But the Secretary had no
specific figures on how this would
affect illegal drug shipments into
the United States. Most of the
Turkish Poppies are processed
elsewhere- oftentimes in
France- before being sent here.
Rogers also said the United

nomirtated.
Originally, a weaker motion
ha.d beert offered, It promised rto
opposition to Nixon in 1912, artd
expressed the delegates' ''personal
adnlirationH for him.
The Agnew faction was in
control, though, artd their pledge
of suJ)port for Agnew was passed
with little opposition..
Other Mndidates placed in
nomination at the convention
were Sert, John Tower (R-Tex.),
Sen.. James Buckley (Corts-N.Y.),
Sen. Strom. Thurmond (R·S.C.),
William F'. Buckley Jr., Sert.
Robert Byrd (D·W.Va.), Rep.
Phillip M. Carne ·(R·lll.), 'M,
Stanton Evans, editor of the
Indianapolis News, Gov. Ronald
Reagan (R·Calit ), cartoonist AI
Capp, the late Gen. George S.
Patton and treasury Secretary
John Connally.
·
Orte YAF delegate, Mike Carr,

charged the election was rigged
embarrass President Nixon all
<>ver the country and it's wrong,"
He called the whole thirtg a
set-up, designed so Nixon would
uget nothirtg but mud/'
'the convention, which ertded
with n telephone address by
Ronald Reagan, also passsd
resolutions
<~to

*Opposing Nixon's unofficial
recognition of the People's
Republic <.If China, his planned
visit to that country and possible
admission of China to the United
Natiorts.
*Opposing disarmatnen t.
*Rejecting incre~sed weltare
spending.
*Calling for nn en ·t tC~ Nixon's

wage I price· ' ··e. a) fr
*Callih~.

r~t•si•

fZf

p ~ 750,000
for c:u,,.,a,frt "U!.4s <.If
consena,,, •. ,. ..t ;:1a"'"
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Editorial
Ripley's Believe It or Not may not have
featured this fact, but there are individual
people, with decision- making power,
lurking behind the term ''The
Administration". And what's more, you can
meet, see and even talk to them.
The University has an open door policy.
What this means is its administrative
personnel make themselves available to
students with problems and ideas.
Today, and in the past week, The Lobo
has written articles about key admhiistrative
personnel who deal with student affairs. On
page 1 of today's Lobo is an interview with
Karen Glaser, dean for student affairs.
Former articles have outlined the ideas
and plans of Union Director Vern Curtis and
Karen Abraham, student activities director.

• •

Now, hopefully, you have some idea of
who they are and what they are thinking. On
the other hand, they have little or no idea
who you are and what you are thinking.
They should.
How to give them the benefit of your
ideas? Buttonhole all the student activities
people seen skulking along Union corridors
or administration building halls. Cram their
suggestion boxes full of innovative ideas. If
you're both affluent and literary this week,
write them a letter about your ideas and
reactions to student activities at UNM.
(Tourist guides to the whereabouts of UNM
administrators and student government
officials supplied free at The Lobo office.)
Just keep those cards and letters coming.

The Lobo tells students what's
happening on and around campus,
but also what people think about
what is happening. So, for your
information the following are The
Lobo's letters to the editor and
Bema policies:

Letters to the Editor ...

Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the Jetter or it will
not be considered for publication.
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If 11 letter is from n group,
plense include a name, telephone
number and address of a group
member. The letter will carry that
name, plus the name of that
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.

Bernas ...

Bema& are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations,
AJ; with letters to the editor,
please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
Bl>m(IS !!an be no.ai!ed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office nt

Speedy Concorde Lags
Quicksilver Concert

Those .who were at the
Quicksilver concert may have
noticed and/or felt the bad
vibrations between people in the
audience, especially those people
near or on the Johnson Gym
floor. The bad vibrations between
people in the audience, especially
those people near o.n on the
Johnson Gum floor. The bad
vibrations were between those at
the concert who came to see and
hear the concert and those who
came to listen and get into the
music.
Some of those who came to see
the groups perform were bummed
out by people who were standing
and moving to the music. Fine, I
enjoy watching each group
member getting into his music,
too. But , , , Goddammit, when it
becomes apparent that some
people are so into the music and
won't sit down, why continue to
send the bad vibrations
throughout the crowd to such a
point ns to cause n near riot? The
vibrations got so heavy the police
had to break up fights.
Is it worth all that much to see
a group? I sympathize with those
who wanted to see the groups and
couldn't. But don't you come to
me and ta1k about bl'othcrhood,
love and peace,
Jerry Moya

..
Extra Food

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (UPI) Two 29-year-old men, one of
them the president of the
Universit;)' vf :Miunesota Student
Association, were married Friday
by a Methodist minister, a friend
announced Tuesday.
John Preston told a news
conference that Jack Baker,
student association president, and
his roommatll, Michael McConnell
were married in a ceremony at a
private Minneapolis home and are
now on a one-week honeymoon.
''For Jack and Michael,"
Preston said, "marriage is a serious
and personal affair. As two men
who love each other, Jack and
Michael want to live together
openly and with respect. Yet
there have been repeated attempts
to block and discredit that desire.
Their marriage hns become a
political issue subject to probing
eyes."
In a marriage license issued at
Mankato in Blue Earth County,

,.I•
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"Set up a procedure for
com;istetlt a11d contillUing
evaluation of tlte status,
operatioll, a11d service of tlte
General Library ... "
the second position perhaps
conveys to the reader or listener,
"I am for what the library is and
does." Neither position, taken
separately is defensible or fair, it
seems to me, if we intend
honestly to work together-stu·
dent-s, faculty, and
administration-toward the
development of a really great
library at UNM.
Suggestions
This ''middle ground" position
for which I make an earnest plea
includes the following steps, all of
Which I have supported and many
ot which are now in progress:
1, Formulate-and get
agreement among faculty and
students as far as this is
possible-what should be the aims,
purposes, and goals of the General
Library at UNM-now and in the

Preston, however, said that
McConnell was listed as the
bridegroom and Baker as the "Mankato was Jack's legal
residence.'' He said "There is no
bride.
The controversial marriage question in our minds but what it
came only about a month after was legal; it was a legal license and
McConnell formally adopted the ceremony wns performed by a
Baker, and at that time Baker minister of the Methodist
took the name Pat Lyn church."
McConnell. The reason given for
"Blue Earth County officials
the adoption was that it would
were
aware that all legal bnses
put Bliker in ·a position to inherit
were covered," he said.
about $10,000.
The two twice tried to get a
hked if the recent adoption
marriage license last year in raised any problems in the marriage,
Hennepin County (Minneapolis) Preston said, "No. There is no law
but were turned down both times. against marriage of adults except
The cnse is scheduled to be heard for marriage by blood relatives."
before the Minnesota Supreme
James Harten, assistant county
Court Sept. 21.
There wns a controversy about . dLturney in Blue Earth County,
the marriage license issued to the said earlier, however, Minnesota
law requires a resident woman
two men at Mankato. John
Corbey, Blue Earth County obtain a marriage license in the
attorney, said the license was county of her residence, He said
defective. Corbey said the the law uses the word "woman,"
"address listed on the application which he said wns grounds for
declaring the license void.
was not that of the bride."

Guerrilla· Sabotage Fails
MIDEAST - Arab guerrillas may have tried to blow .up
two Israeli airliners in flight to dramatize the Palestinian
problem facing the U.N. General Assembly, official sources in
Tel Aviv said Monday.
Guerrillas based in Europe attempted to sabotage twoo El
Ar airliners by getting two girls to carry aboard suitcases
containing explosives. The girls were unaware of the plot.
"It was a simple, cheap and a cruel way to carry out their
plans because the girls were to explode in the air along with
the suitcases they took on board," Israeli Police Investigator
Yigal Marcus said Monday.

There are so many .d~ilcious reasons
for eating"a_t
besides being easy on your budget.

.MCQonald·s.

Special Education Funds Recalled

WASHINGTON (UPI)- In
letters saying "Please remit a
check • . . within 30 days.'' the
government demanded repayment
Tuesday of $5.5 million in special
education for the poor funds that
allegedly was misused by six states
and the District of Columbia.
The U.S. Office of Education
said it was seeking repayment of
$1,417,374 by Arizona;
$1,102,518 by California;
$1 ,560,150 ·by the District of
Columbia; $928,640 by Michigan,
$355,479 by Pennsylvania;
$189,628 by Wnshington; and
$33,336 by Wisconsin.
The t1nusual recall was
disclosed Sunday by U.S.
Education Commissioner Sidney
P. Marland Jr., in a television
interview (on CBS).
But first details were spelled
out in a statement issued Tuesday
by the Office of Education,
The money allegedly was
misspent in the federal
go 'Vernment's largest siugle
program of aid to schools- to
provide special funds for children
suffering educational

policies and procedures relating to
the library.
8. Set up a procedure for
consisting and continuing
evaluation of' the status,
operation, and service of the
General Library, with provisions
for repeating steps no. 1 through
7 ns necessary.
Complex Process
The steps outlined above seem
to indicate a long and complex
process. And indeed they are. But
any attempt to get a quick, easy
and simple solution to such a
complex matter is sure to fail.
And since we are now in the
process of Cb!rying out several of
these steps here ilt UNM, I think it
would be most inappropriate for
me or any other spokesman to
make at this time any
pronouncements or draw any
conclusions about the status or
operation of the library. We've all
agreed there is need for
impro'Vement and those
responsible are in the midst of the
process of orderly improvement.
My point-rather lengthily
stated, perhaps-is that we must
be neither "for" nor ''against" the
library in a blind way. Rather we
should all-including those
directly responsible for the
operation of the library-work
intelligently and firmly toward
the reality of a great library at
UNM.
I pledge to all concerned that I
will work diligently toward these
ends, and I solicit the cooperation
of faculty, students, library staff
and Lobo staff in taking an
approach which seems to me to be
fair, positive and constructive.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

.

VIENNA - The Romanian Communist Party ignored
warnings from Moscow and reasserted Monday that no nation
should lead the world Communist movement.
The party, in a nine-page joint communique ~·nding a
Spanish Communist delegation visit, summarized the
Romanian stand in the war of nerves in the Balkans.
The communique said, "There is no need, in any part of
the world, of a leading center in the Communist movement."
It wamed that "in no case, differences of view between
parties must generate suspicion and animosities or lead to
condemnations.,

JS.S Million Aid Misused

BEMA: Travestead Affirms Library Reform
near future.
whatever additional support seems
2. Soli~it from all possible to be n<:eued.
sources (users and staff of the
5. Make known as forcefully ns
library) specific comments and possible to the President, the
observations about the extent to UNM Board of Regents, The
which our library hns or hns not Board of Educational Finance and
attained these purposes and goals. the Legislature the short-range
It would also be important to and long·range financial needs of
determine whether progress is the library, with the hope of
being made toward the fulfillment
of the stated purposes and the
achievement of agreed upon goals.
Group Action
3. Organize and assess these
criticisms, complaints, and
statements about deficiencies and
shortcomings of the library. This
step can best be accomplished by
a representative group from
faculty (including representatives
of the Library Committee),
students (both graduate and
undergraduate), members of the
library faculty and staff, and
administration with the help of
competent consultants from
outside the University (Note:
Such a group is now actively getting considerably more
involved in this step, thi! support, especially more funds for
consultant firm being Booz, Allen the purchase of books and other
and Hamilton of Chicago.)
materials.
This group should then make
6. Carry out as soon as feasible
whatever recommendations it the recommendations about the
deems appropriate to the central library upon which most persons
administration of the University. agree. (The recommendations
These recommendations could referred to would develop as a
include the areas of library result of step no. 3 described
holdings, management and above.)
operation of the library-and
Clarify Duties
those responsible for the
1. Clarify the duties and
management and operation-artd responsibilities of the Faculty
service to users.
Library Committee, the library
faculty and staff, the general
Financial Support
4. Consider the implications of faculty, student body
the shortcomings of the library goverr.men t, and the central
for financial support-that administration of UNM, with
sup port now a vailnble and respect to the development of

I

Communist Lead Ignored

The Lobo is not sure but it appears the Union
managemer.t has added a new delicacy to the menu - bees.
Then again, they may be new residents, since they have
obvi.ously set up temporary housing. Sure hope they don't
run afoul of the Union Board's new rules against loitering.

'Boyfriends' Seal It With A Ring

"A/os, poor Walter, I knew him well. .. "

successful use of the library,
Pro2ress
Having said that, I must follow
by agreeing-at lenst in part-with
those who maintain that this
library has not in the fullest sense,
reached any of these goals. How
then do we make progress toward
the attainment of such goals? My
tast answer to this question is
that to be either "anti-library" or
"pro-library" is of no help at all.
For the first is to say in essence,
"I am against the library." And

RIO DE JANElRO -The Anglo-French supersonic airliner
Concorde 001 landed here Monday to begin a week of South
American demonstration flights while its competitor, the
Russian·built 'l'U144, flew to Bulgaria on its second trip
outside the Soviet Union.
The Concorde flew the 2175 miles between Cayenne,
French Guiana, and Rio De Janeiro in three hours and 25
minutes spending only nine minutes at the supersonic speed
of 1,300 miles an hour.
The flight had been expected to take only two hours and
20 minutes at top speeds. No reason was given for the slower
trip.

the corner of Yule and Central, or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door of the
Union,
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By CHESTER TRAVELSTEAD
I am writing in response to the
news story and editorial about the
General Library at UNM which
appeared in yesterday's issue of
The Lobo.
The news story included a
number of quoted statements
made by several persons who are
critical of the library and a few
direct quotations from David
Kelley, director of the General
Library. AJ'Id you will recall that
the editorial dealt with the
question of whether The Lobo
should be "anti· or pro-library"
during tha current school year,
Middle Ground
The point of this letter is not to
protest what was in the news
story or tbe editorial, nor even to
debate the performance of the
library. Rather do I want to
observe that there is a
sensible-and quite defensible
"middle ground" somewhere
between the two extremes of
"anti-library" a:.d "pro-library." I
hope you and the members of
your stnff will consider seriously
the metits and what I think are
the obvious advantages of this
"middle ground" position.
As a member of the central
administration of the University
and particularly as Vice President
for Academic Affairs, I am
unequivocally in support of every
sincere effort to help develop a
strong library at this institution-a
library whose holdings are
extensive and of high quality,
whose service to users is efficiertt
and excellent, and whose faculty
and staff are both highly
competeltt and quite anxious to
serve well the students nnd faculty
who depend upon them for

News

By United Prus lnt•rnational

Letters

You Can Even Talk To Them.

World

shortcomings due to poverty.
The recall action results from
federal audits of state program
operations between September,
1965, and June 30, 1969.
A spokesman said other alleged
misspending in the program was
turned up in audits but WI!S
"forgiven" by the federal
government after negotiations
with the states involved.
"These left are what we call the
irreduceable minimums," the
spokesman said. "Some states
were surprised. They never
thought we would actually ask for
return of the money."
Marland said Sunday that the
total involved could reach $30
million when audits are completed
for all the states.
Although the letters demand
repayment in 30 days, the
spokesman said the repayment
period is negotiable and the states
niaY be . given as long as three
years if they promise regular
payments, with interest. The
money will be returned to the
federal treasury.
"We can take them to court,"

the spokesman said. "We don't
want to. That, too, is negotiable."

Photo Contest
The Save the Volcanos
committee is holding a contest for
the best photos of the "Seven
Sisters", the volcanos west of
Albuquerque. For more
information visit or call Cook's
Sporting Goods, 308 Central S.W.
or 102 Winrock Center, or Kurt's
Camera Corral, 3417 Central N.E.
or 523 Coronado Center. Entries
be in by Sept. 13.

il

Now$36~.95

!

Pet Shop·
4705 Lomas NE
10% Discount

Near UNM

Thru.

·Sept.

5324 FOURTH ST., N.W.
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK

~QUIPMENT

SOUND BVSTEM

5003 Menaul NE
268-4227

Sound room-Components-Lowest Prices
Complete Service Department 3 Day Service

H

(\

4lOCATIONS
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

DNIC

Piorreet Receiver

SX 1500TD
Reg. $399.95

FRED'S

McDonald's

.

u

u. .

Craig 1505

AM/FM with Spkrs.
Reg. $109.95
Now$89.~4·

l
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Graduate Budget Okayed
In Light Voter Turnout I
The Graduate Student
Association budget of $21,827,70
passed yesterday by a vote of 140
to 24.
The results were validated
today by Elections Commission
Chairman Kathleen McNerney.
Balloting took place Sept. 1·3,
after being rescheduled twice.
Originally, GSA had planned to
do itil ballot.ing through the mail,
getting it out of the way by Aug.
18.
GSA President Bert Hansen said
the data processing center
supplied an obsolete list of 4500
names and addresses of graduate
students, about a quarter of
whom had left UNM,
With no accurate mailing lis~,
GSA had to scrap its plans for
balloting by mail and slated a
regular election for the week of
Sept. 7·14.
This schedule delayed the·vote
too long, however, and the
referendum was moved up to
Sept. 1·3.
Be<'.au~e of the two delays, GSA
will not receive any of its money
from the University Finance
Office until some time in October,
said Hansen.
"There's usually about a
six-week to two-month delay in
proce~sing," he explained,

In the meantime, GSA activities
will be financed by deficit
spending,
"We have about $2000 more in
the reserve fund now than we did
when I took office," said Hansen,
He said.he expects no crises.
"The GSA officers and I
consider the small turnout (a total
of 164 votes cast) a vote of
confidence that we're doing a
good job," he said,
The largest allocation on the
budget, $7560, is "services from
ASUNM." This is compensation
for services which graduate
students receive from ASUNM,
but do not finance from regular
GSA allocations.
They include The Lobo,
KUNM, the Int~Jrnational Center,
Cultural Program, Speakers
Elommitt~Je, InLramurals abd
Recreation and t·he Draft
Counseling service,
The other four largest
allocations l\re the Student
Research Allo<:ation Committee,
$2500; Officers' Education
Grants, $2400; the Child Day
Care Co-operative, $1987 and
Office: Salaries and Supplies,
$1345.
The budget was drawn up and
approved by GSA last spring.

Shiny Tombs Box-in Campers
'Recreational Vehicles' Crowd .. Out Tents
WII.DWOOD, Fll\. (UPI)- Jack
and Betty Carpenter strolled·
through their "camper's world,"
shaded by thick oaks and cabbage
palms and Spanish moss, and
talked about their guests
sequestered in shiny box:olike
tombs.
They were plugged-in and
hooked-up and their airconditioners hummed in unison.
A few campers rested in lawn
chairs on concrete slabs, but the
swimming beach and the boat ·
channel leading to the black •
running Witblacoochee were
deserted.
"Camping is not the word,"
said Mrs. Carpenter, who just had
a new book published by the
American Camping Association on
new trends in campground
management. "This is. not what's
happening anymore. Even the
term 'family camping' is an
anachronism."
"Hopefully," she added,
"Madison Avenue will create new
words for a whole new way of
living."
And "Colonel Jack," who
retired from the army and left his
desk in the Pentagon in the
mid-sixties when family camping
started to boom, hinted at what
the future holds for America's
nomads.
·
"My dream is to build a 30 to

40-story high • rise campground
on Miami Beach and !!barge $20 a
night," Jack said.
High-dse campgrounds?
They've been on the drawing
boards for years, with enclosed
roofs to protect the ''campers"
from the elements.
And in her book, Betty
Carpenter de11cribes futun
campgrounds the :size of small
cities, such M one with 1,775 sites
planned near Mesa, Ariz. She
foresees high-rise trailer. parks in
the heart of metropolitan l\reas,
such as Central Park in
Manhattan.
The latest Rand McNally
Guidebook to Campgrounds lists
more than 19,000 parks with
800,000 <:ampsites in thll United
States, More than 3,000 of the
camp grounds are in state and
national parks and forests, which
usually offer more scenery and
fewer conveniences at a cheaper
price.
The bulk of the campsites are
at private campgrounds, or
"camping resorts" as the
carpentets and their colleagurR
prefer to call them. "For
overnight fees ranging from $4 to
$10, the camper can get water,
electric and sewage hookups at his
door, cable television and
telephone connections in some
parks, and even janitorial and
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If America's population continues to grow at a rapid rate, it's a sure
bet that our environmental problems, already very serious, will overwhelm us ... that we will still be paying for MORE (not better)
schools, houses, and roads ... that wilderness, privacy, and the quality
of life will erode away.
How can YOU work for a better America? By joining Zero Population Growth (ZPG).
. ZPG is a grassroots, non-profit organization formed to stop popula·
t1on growth. ZPG concentrates its efforts in education and political
action.
We. are educating the American public to the threat of population
growth and encouraging every couple to limit their family 'to one or
two children. Our political work consists of lobbying at all levels of
government for legislation favoring those who want to keep their fami·
lies small, and of supporting political candidates with realistic positions
on population and environmental problems.
Join ZPG today. We have 400 chapters coast-to-coast. There is
probably one near you.

zero population growth
Page4

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
ALBUQUERQUE CHAPTtR #50
P 0. Box 14144
Albuquerque, N. M. 87111
(505) 294·0171

room service,
Thll trend today is toward the
franchise operations such as KOA,
Safari, Red Arrow and Outdoor
Resorts, which try to standardize
their facilities and train their
personnel much like motel chains.
Florida, which today hM more
p:dvate campgrounds than any
other state, perhllps is a barometer
of the phenomenal growth of the
Cl\mping industry. Just 10 years
!\gO there were only six private
campgrounds in the stat~J, with a
total of 250 sites. Today there are
660 private parks with 33,833
sites.
They range from rustic to
luxurious. At the Hidden Valley
Trl\iler Park near Tallahassee, for
example, a traveler can call room
service to have delivered to his
own trailer a dinner of Beef au Jus,
baked Idaho potato and all the
trimmings. For breakfast he may
have shirred eggs and honey-dew
melon.
'
Jack Foster, vi.ce president of
Pioneer ·Parks, the firm which
designed Hidden Valley, defends
this kind of outdoor pamprring in
lyrical terms:
"The song of the mockingbird·
is no less lovely because you've
dined on a well-cooked meal
instead of a warmed-up can of
beans, And in the morning it's just
as much fun to watch the antics
of the squirrels, and just as
frustrating to try to photograph
them, if you've enjoyed a warm
shower and are wearing fresh
outing clothes . instead of trail
garb, wrinkled from being slept
in.•'
Where does this leave the man
who enjoys the sound of rain on
good canvas, the snug comfort of
a sleeping bag on a mat of grass,
coffee and bacon on. an open fire,
and a cold stream for a bath?
The man who pitches a tent on
the grounds is the "second - cla.'l..q
citizen of today's campgrounds.
He will be turned away from
many, unwelcome at others, and
merely tolerated at most.
"Tenters are an economic
non-entity," says Mrs. Carpenter,
••You can't make any money from
them. Nine times out; of 10 they
bring everything they need with
them and just don't spend
anything at your store.''
Mrs. Carpenter, a former WAC
officer, said many parks will turn
away tent campers, even those
with fold-out tent trailers.
Tents will be forbidden, for
exampla, at the 225-acre "Fort
Wilderness" campground at Walt
Disney World, which opens in
October. But l\t $11 a night the
campers in trailers and pickup
trucks and motor homes will get a
brol\d range of services, including
someone to clean up their
campsite twice a day •
The tent camper simply is being
crowded out of the parks by a
motorized blitz of high - priced
"recreational vehicles,"many as
big as buses, with chemical toilets,
color television sets, air
conditioners, ice cube makers and
motorcycles riding piggy-back.

Book.~ tore Ripoffs Increasing
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Owner~ Blame Addicts, Revolutionaries, Professionals
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Gllorgia legislato~;, Julian Bond
will speak on the UNM campus
Friday night at 8 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. Bond is the first black man
ever nominated to be Vice
President of the United States.

ICAMPU§ BRIEF§ I
Las Campanas
Las Campanas will meet Sept. 9

in the Hono.rs Center, room G
from 7:30~9 p.m. to discuss the
voter registration project.

His topics will be "An Engineer
Looks at the Aging of Plastics"
and ,''The Use of Plastics in
Separation."

Films
Young Democrats
The Young Democrats will hold
a meeting Sept. 9 at 6 p.m. in the
Union, room 250·0 to discuss the
Southwest regional convention to
be held this weekend at the
College of Santa Fe.

Veterans' Checks
All veterans attending UNM
under the Gl Bill and all students
attending under the Dependents
Educational Act who have not
registered with the Veterans
Affairs Office should do so
immediately in order to receive
their checks.

Chem. Engineering
Dr. Richard Traeger of Sandia
Laboratories will conduct a
chemicl\l engineering graduate
seminar Sept. 8 at 3:30 p.m. in
electrical engineering 219.

selling them to support th~Jir
By DON BAUMGART
heroin habits, When the
Alternative Features Service
methadone program started in
"This guy came into the
S~Jattle we noticed. a drep in
bookstore a couple weeks ago,
walked right up to the Black thefts.
"Revolutionaries are ripping us
studies rack and put a book under
off, too, One girl admitted taking
his coat. The girl l\t the desk
called me and I met him at the several thousand books from the
door, I asked him if he didn't Id. We lost almost half our stock
want to pay for the book under of Abbie Hoffman's Woodstock
his coat, HI! just clenched his fists, Nation .•. the paperback that
opened the door and walked out said 'steal this book' on the back
cover. We're not carrying his new
with the book,"
Steve Herold opened the Id book, -steal This Book. Hoffman's
Bookstore in Seattle'.s University brand of revolution is· telling kids
district five years ago, during the to want the same material things
days when a friendly bookstore their parents want, oniy steal.'em
was one of the few places you instead, It isn't revolution, it's
could go to get off the streets. materialism. A ripped off book
Steve visited San Francisco this doesn't hum the big New York
spring to compare notes with bay publisher. We still pay them for
area bookstore operators on the the book and Hoffman still gets
growing epidemic of ripoffs that his royalty. We get burned."
There is a third group of
threatens them all with financial
professional book thieves hitting
disaster,
''We can't stand another his store, Steve believes. The pure
summer of shoplifting," Steve thief who steals to support
said. "It'll destroy us. Last himself. "There l\re guys in the
summer we lost 6,000 books gistrict who have severl\l girls
during three months, $80 worth working for them. The girls go out
of books a day were getting up artd rip off books and records and
and walking out. This summer I'm the guy sells them."
Selling hot books and records
going to barric~de the front of the
isn't much of a problem. Used
store."
When he started the ld there book stores buy books and
were no ripoffs, Steve said. The records with few questions asked.
second year about five per cent of "I was in one used book storll
the store's gross. volume was when a girl came in with an
stolen. The last two years that armload of LPs still sealed in
figure shot up to 30 or 40 per plastic with the Pay·N·Sav price
tags still on," Steve said. '"l'he
cent.
"Our ripoffs started getting big woman behind the counter said,
about the same time Seattle 'Oh, they're still sealed, so I guess
developed a big smack scene. they're not damaged,' " A new
Smackers are taking books and title r~Jceived by the Id sometimes

appears in bookstore windows
before it gets to the Id shelves,
"Maybe I'm still unpacking a
shipment and I'll see one of m;Y
books on display in another store
before I even get it on the floor."
Financially crippling thefts
from bookstores. aren't unique at
the Id, qCody's in Berkeley hal!
been very hard hit by ripoffs,"
Steve said. "Here is a store that
provided a pril(ate sidewalk for
street merchants who were being
hassled on public sidewalks. City
Lights has been hit hard. What'.s
the solution? Turn a bookstore
into a police situation with
mirrors and cameras?"
Bookstores have always been a
favQrite Establishment tart~et.
Periodic police raids against
"obscene" books, cancelled leases,
pressure from other merchants,
Steve went through all of that and
it's still going on. Just before
Christmas four jocks from the
University of Washington broke
his jaw in the alley alongside the
Id. He won the obscenity trial and
the jaw healed. And the bookstore
is still open. But what the cops
and the thugs couldn't do, is being
done. Thfl loss of access to books
and newspapers- the written
word - is a standard l\nd often
fatal blow to a people struggling
to change their society.
But my God people, we're
doing it to ourselves.

Bugs Up
Retail list prices of 1971
Volkswagens, Porsches and Audis
show increases ranging from $79
to $457 effective August 15.

AMISTAD will be showing
"Rebel Without a Cause" Sept. 8
and "The Wild One" Sept. 9 in
the Union theater. Show time is 6,
8 and 10 p.m.

Art Education
Due to coniusion resulting
from pre-registration, most
sections of Art Education 110 and
115 are still open for this
semester. Students wishing to add
one of these sections should go to
the desired section and talk to the
instructor.

Women
Charlotte L. Piper, Coordinator
of Women's Programs requests
that any freshman or transfer
women physical edut:ation majors
or minors who are not registered
in a professional physical
education class report to Carlisle
Gymnasium Office no. 7.
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Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi business
fraternity will be conducting rush
activities through Sept. 12. The
activities include a smoker on
Sept. 8, a casino party Sept. 10,
and a bar·b·q and swim party
Sept. 12.
Business. students who are
interested in the fraternity are
invited to visit with
representatives at a booth on the
business school mall Sept. 14·15.
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Europeans Besiege Latin America· . .

Lyng Denies Lunch Cut

Freshman Pigskin Outlool< Good
Although the UNM frf'shmen
football opener is more than a
month away, the Wolfpups are
hard .at it on the practice field.
Cqach Jerry Harqy's squad
opens the season here Oct. 1.6
with the University of Arizona
and then have three straight games
on the rolld. On Oct. 23 the pups
will play at Adzonp State, Nov.
18 at Texas·El Paso and complete
the season Nov. 21 against the
University of Mexico in Mexico
City,
Last year the freshmen finished
at 2·2 defeating Texas-El Paso
( 40·12) and the University of
Mexi!lo (49-14) but lost to ASU
17-14 and Arizona 34·25.
The 40-man strong roster is
reprcl)cntcd by nine statco with 13
players from Texas, 1.0 from New
Mexico, eight from California and
two ea!lh from Colorado, Arizona
and Illinois. There is also one
•player from Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania and Mississippi.
"It is hard to single out players
this early in our practice schedule
but we do have a lot of young
players that will help us in the
future," said Hardy.
The top back could be Carlos
McCall, a 6-9, 200 pounder from
Centennial High School in
Compton, Calif., and third
member of the family to play
college ball. Nate is a starter at
New Mexico while brother Bob is
a starter at the University of
Arizona, Carlo$ was an all
conference player and among
other records he scored 44- points
in a single game and had a game
with 306 yards rushing.
The top defensive linemen
should be 265 pound Rick Haury
from Albuquerque Manzano High
School and 222 pound Curtis
.Akins from Union High School in
Phoenix, Ariz. Haury was an

all-state player plus ran up a 25·0 VanMatre, the most valuable
record as a wrestler, Akins was a lineman in the New Mexico
highly recruited player that was North-South game. A graduate of
on the 11·0 state high school Las Vegas Robertson High School,
championship team.
· VanMatre was an all state player
The top prospect at linebacker ·and named to Sunkist Prep All
appears ~o be 5·10 Wade Americateamlastseason.

FRESHMAN ROSTER
OFFENSIVE I,INEMEN
Dennis Ca.rpentcr
Charles Clemmons
GregJon\ls
Wendell Jones
Charlie Kraai
Greg McKeefer
Dew;~ync Osborne
William Pa.rks
OFFENSlVE BACKS
Jim Jll'yl'rs
Calvin Cunigan
Dan Drive:
Steve Elkins
Rick Fambro
Larry Johnson
Robert Johnson
Tommie .InneR
Rick Krause
Carlos McCall
Cu>:t Nyg~:en
RECEIVERS
Gary Joe Ekas
Mik!! Pettenuzzo
Jim $helton
Dicky Speegle
LINEBACKERS
Butch McCormack
Tom Hinton
James Peak
Steven St11art
Wade VanMatre
DEFENSIVE BAC~
Chri!i Fields
Chester Goodson
Danny McNiel
Bob Supergan
DEFENSIVE LINEMEN
Curtis Akins
Breck Altaffcr
Scot Boyd
Russell Haseloff
Rick Haury
Carl Mason
RickSals
Dave Wheelock
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5-11

219

230

6·0

5-10
6·2
6·4
6-1

189
208

233
220

6·0
G·O

212
194

5-11
5·11

18/t
176

Hometown

A-lbuquerque, N,M.
Dallas, Texas
Phoenix, Arizona
Dallas, Texas
Delta, Colorado
Plano, Tcxus
Ralls, Texas
Pomona, California

5-10

189

Anabeim, California
Wills Point, Texas
El Paso, Texas
Anaheim, California
Richardson, Texas
Tunica, Mississippi
Colorado Springs, Co)ora•'o
Pomona, California
Redlands, California
Compton, California
~1 Paso, Texas

5-11

205
183
206
174

ButleJ:, Pa.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Hobbs, New Mexico

192
195

Aztec, New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Ft. Worth, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Las Vegas, New Mexico

5·10
6·0

191
185
170
179
182
183

5·11

5-10
5-10
5-11
5-11

203
200

5·9

6·2
6·1
6·2
6·1

5-10
6·0
6-3
5-10

207
176

219

5-11
5-9

5-11

192
162
172

171

Azle, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Mountainair, New Mexico
Chicago, Illinois

6·4
6·2
6·0

222

Phoenix, Arizona
Tulare, California
Lovington, New Mexico
Lovington, New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dalla$, Texas
Lawndale, California
Santa I;e, New Mexico

6.0

208

5-11

193
207

265
215

6·4

5-11
6·3
6·1

218

21{}
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Warning: The Surgeon Gene;al Has Determined That
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health...

By Act of Congress, the
above warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
Novemberi, 1970.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service

This space CMfr/butcd as a public service.

Pat Gallagher, the only
experienced fullback the Lobos
had, was lost last week due to a
neck injury.

Gallagher

Varsity Prospectus Good
"We are going to have to be a better team to equal last
year's 7-3 record with as tough an opener as UNM has ever
had plus a balance in the Western Athletic Conference,"
said UNM head football coach Rudy Feldman in a meeting
with the WAC Skywriters.
Feldman told the touring group of writers that be felt
that Iowa State University would be as difficult. The
Lobos play '1'ech in Lubbock on Sept. 18 and then open
the home schedule with Iowa State on Sept. 25.
The Lobo head coach said that he felt that all of the
league teams would be a challenge although defending
champion Arizona State University was in a class above
everyone else. Feldman would not let himself get trapped
into predicting the 1971 WAC race but did say that he
grouped Arizona, Texas-El Paso, Utah and UNM together
as the teams capable of dethroning ASU.
The Lobo of.fense suffered a setback when senior
fullback Pat Gallagher suffered an injured neck in practice
last Tuesday that required surgery the next Wednesday.
Listed as first team fullback on this week, Gallagher will be
out for the 1971 season which drops the number of
fullbacks to two - sophomore Richard Diller and jtmior
colle~e transfer Tony Letuligasenoa. The fullback slot has
been a big question mark since the 1970 leading rusher
Sam Scarber graduated and Gallagher was the only player
with any experience at the' spot.
Halfback Nate McCall, who was third in rushing last
season with 716 yards, has been out of the lineup for the
past. four days with a sprained ankle but he should return
to the lineup at full speed on Thursday.
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Intramural Officials
Needed

~

The lntramurals department of
the University will hold a meeting
this afternoon at 3:30 in room
159 of Johnson Gum to recruit
prospective officials interested in
overseeing UNM Intramural
football.
Bill Ramer, an assistant Director
of Intramurals, said the meeting
will be held to familiarize
interested people with the fall
football program and review with
them officiating rules.
In tr amur.al football lasts
everyday from 3:30 until 5:30
and referees and other officials are
paid $2 per game.
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By JANE OENISON
WASHINGTON (UPI)~ The
:Administration Tuesday denied
repeated charges that it.has cut
spending for school lunch
programs liO .severely that up to 2
million needy children will go
hungry this year.
Assistant Agriculture Secretary
Richard Lyng insisted at a hear.ing
of the Senate Select H1,mgm:
Committee that more money will
be available than ever before $667.3 mUlion- to provide poor
youngsters a wholesome meal
each day,
"We believe that significant
additional progre11s is possible,"
Lyng said. "In fact , , , we believe
that our proposal presents a
dramatic breakthrough in program
funding,"
_
Chairman George S. McGovern,
(D-S.D. ), said he called the
hearing in responRe to "an
outcry" :raised by local and state
school officials around the nation
over changes in school lunch
funding proposed by the
Agriculture Department Aug. 13.
Critics charged that proposed
revisions in the comple~ formula
for allocating s.chool lunch funds
to the states al)lounted to cutting
federal reimbursement for meals
given needy children from 60
cents to 35 cnets per meal. They
said this would ·force schools
either to make up the difference
or cut back their lunch programs.
Lyng, however, said critics have
'' misunderst.ood" the rules
changes. He said the 35·cent
figure would be a floor, not a
ceiling, and that "neediest
schools" would still be eligible for
full 60-cent reimbursement per
meaL
"Our propol!ab art. not
designed to save fu.nds," Lyng
said. "We expect to spend all the
funds authorized in our (current)
appropriation act ...
"We have not reduced the
maximum rates of assistance that
were authorized for last year."
Unconvinced, McGovern
charged the new rules amounted
to "total defiance" of Congress,
which last year ordered school
lunch programs expanded to every
needy child.
In the 1970-71 school year,
the programs provided free or
reduced • cost lunches to about
7.3 million of the nation's
estimated 9 million hungry school
··
children.
Siding with critics of the
proposed new rules, McGovern
said the new funding formula
would frustrate achievement of
that goal and probably cut many
children out of existing programs
as well- all in the name of
President Nixon's economy drive.
"You were really under
pressure from the (White House)
Budget Director to cut the overall
cost of the program, weren't you?"
he demanded of Lyng.
"We haven't cut the cost of the
program," Lyng replied. "Our
restraint is the amount of money
appropriated by Congress."
But we are really talking. about
a situation where the office or
management and budget told you
you had to cut to a certain figure,
isn't that correct?" McGovern
persisted.
"In that the OMB approves our
budget before it is submitted to
Congress, yes, it had some say,"
Lyitg answered.
Bryan Hansford, executive
secretary of the Council of Chief
State School Officials, warned
that schools forced to choose
between educational programs or
meals to the needy will
"certainly" let children go
hungry.
"You mean we'll be leaving a
couple of million children outside
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United States' Limit'onMilitary Aid Big Mistake

the program?" asked McGovern.
"Yes," answered Hansford,
Lawrence Bartlett of the
American School Food Service
Association said the proposed
formula revisions will tesult in
substantial lo11ses to schools that
planned this year's lunch
programs according to last year's
1:ules- an estimated $1.4 million
to Detroit, $376,000 to
Indianapolis, $750,000 to St.
Louis, $9 million for schools in
California, $3.2 million for
Massachusetts, $1.2 million for
New Mexico.
''We can't expand, we can't
even stand still," Bartlett said.
''The programs will regress."
He joined McGovern and other
school officials in demanding the
Agriculture Departme!lt :roll back
its revisions and allow last year's
rules to stand unchanged.

Screening
Students wishing to apply for
admission to a teacher education
program should pick up
applications from the College
Recorder in the College of
Education. The screening sessions
will be held Sept. 14, at 6:30 p.m.
and Sept. 18 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Kiva. These will be the only times
screening will be held this
$emester.
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WASHINGTON ( UPI}- been a widely accepted reaction in more to the li'rench and the
Defense Secretary Melvin ~. Laird Latin Ame~:ica,"
Bri ti~>h suppliers and they are
told a Congressional Committee
Lair'd added U.S. mUitary . moving in there with everthe United States must recognize programs in Latin Americ'a increasing efforts," Laird said.
the fact that in many Latin "cannot be expected to negate the
Ail.' Force Lt. Gen. Robert H.
· American nations the military is political beliefs and attitudes of a Warren, deputy aSllistant Secretary
"the only cohesive group."
lifetime,"
of Defense for military aS&istance
"We have a clear preference for
Christian Chapman of the State and sales, testified that since 1958
free and democratic processes, but Department's Bureau of Politico- European nations have sold $850
we deal with governments as they Military affairs, another witneSJl, million worth of arms to Latin
are," Laird said.
said one of the purposes of U.S, American countries. He ~>!lid the
The defense secretary made the military training programs in United States could have made
statement in closed hearings of Latin America was "to improve many of the sales because "most
the House Appropriations the professionalism of the Latin 4)0Untries in Latin America would
Committee last March. The American officers and men,"
prefer to deal with the United
committee Monday released a
He said the programs also were States."
heavily • censored transcript of carried out to "improve their
the sessions.
technical capabilities,· which has
Mountaineering Club
"1 think it is important for us some side uses in civilian
The Mountaineedng Club will
to bear in mind that the military economy."
hold a recruiting meeting Sept. 8
is the only cohesive group in
"But it is not to encourage in the Union, room 129,
many of the countries of Latin them to assume political power," Discussions will center around
America and that they are very Chapman said.
forming a climbing school to
important," Laird said.
Military regimes presently begin Sept. 19. For more
''No part of the U.S. training; control 11 nations in Latin
and details, call Steve
given Latin American officel:'s, is America. They. are Guatemala, El mformation
Schum at 84-2-9245 between 9
in any way related to overthrow Salvador, Honduras, Nica,ragua,
of governments, but on the Paraguay, Ecuador, Panama, and '0 p.m.
contrary is aimed at maintaining Bolivia, Argentina, Brazil and
Moratorium
internal security and stability in Peru,
The Albuquerque Moratorium
order that economic progress can
Laird told the committee Committee will .hold a meeting
be achieved," he said.
Congress made "a great mistake" Sept. 11, at 2 p.m. at The Friends
Political attitudes of the Latin when it limited American arms
House, 815 mrard, N.E.
American military are products of sales in Latin America to $75 Meeting
of the meeting il;. to
The
purpose
the environmen.t in which they' million annually.
make plans ior the upcommg
live, Laird said, and "intervention
"This limitation that we have Moratorium to be held Oct. 13.
by the military when it judges on sales ·has meant that Latin For jnformation call Bill Brow~ at
that the government has failed has America has turned more and 255·1874.

....

The deadliest animal in the forest
It moves quite slowly. It is one of the
easiest animals to track. It has a poor sense of smell.
sight and hearing. It is reluctant to travel at
night or alone. But it is cunning. unpredictable. and
not even the forest itself is safe in this
aniffials presence. For the deadliest animal·the
animal that causes nine out of ten forest fires ..
is man. Careless man. So be carefuL Our forests and
wildlife are too precious.
Please-onlyy..QY can prevent forest fires.

Dancing Every Nite
Cenlr<>l at University

FUN

FUN
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'People's Union' For Revc;,lutio!!..

Harris Wants Govt. by Human Love

By JOHN JEKABSONJAFS
Alternative Features Service
The optimists Club 1963 "Boy
of the Year" from Fresno, ~al.
ha& made it goad. After spendmg
20 months in a federal pr1son, he
is back with his beautiful wife
Joan Baez and their new baby~
and now is flY!ng around the
country speakmg about t~e
Revolution to anyone wholl
li~ten; not t~e bloody kill· the·
p1gs Revolution, but one based on
·~sharing and human love."
David Harris had just returned
from a series of talk shows and
interviews in the Chicago area and
was.l;'elaxing in t·s.hirt an~ old levis
at his rural retreat m the hills above
Palo Alto. "You've got to realize
most Americans make ftom $8 to
$12,000 a year 1 and live in
mortgaged houses," he said.
"They're the ones who'll have to
make tho Rcvohttion, thP onPs
you have to reach. I have great
faith in the American people."
S.ince his release. f~;om jail this
spring, Harris has been on almost
constant tour of high school and
college campuses, steelworkers
meetings, civic clubs, rock
concerts, and TV shows, including
the David Frost Show. He sees his
role as that of "spreading the
word." "I'm a revolutionary," he
professea. "My skill is I can

CLASSIFIED

articulate feelings a lot of people
have, and present an alterntive to
the Am?ric:m corporate sy~tem."
Han1s ls J?resently m the
proce~ ~f helpl~g to form a new
orgamzat10n whteh he calls "the
People,'s Union, a~d ',:Which will
combme the principles of a
Pc~litical party an_d a labor ~ni~n
hke t?e, a~archists o~ Spam m
the 1930s. The ResiStance he
h~lped to start at .stanford bS$
dissolved as a functiOning group.
. The ?ew gro~p's first P.roje~t
will be m San Dtego where It Will
take on the United States Navy,
focusing on the USS Constitution,
bou~d for Vietr:tam Oct, 1.
Workmg together w1th Concerned
Officers and a Non-Violent Action
Committee, Harris wants to apply
"participatory democracy" to the
Navy and have the men on the
ship vote on wheth{:r they want to
sail to Southeast Asia.
Harris hopes his new group can
fill the political vacu4m he sees
existing today. "People in general,
and young people in particular
have no alternatives 1" he says.
"The question now is if people are
serious enough in wanting to
change the system. The quietness
we have is due to confusion of
how society operates and how to
deal with it both on a personal
and political level. People realize

ADVERTISING

RATES: 'Tc per word, 20 word mini• WHERE~ Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) Per time I:Un. I! ad is to 205 aft:t1moons preferably Qr maU
run fivo or more conlleeUtiVf.'l dan with
•
•
no changllS the rate Ill reduced to lie
Claslllfi~ Advert:!slng
per word and tho mlnlmtml number of
UNM P.O. Bo:c 20
worc:!s to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS; Payment muat be m!We in lull prior to lnsertlon o! advertlsement

PERSONALS

1)

DOG ClTY PETROLEUM, no ripoo()tr. cars
repalred1 l.!nJdni!S rebuilt, welding. Corner Cozu rmd Edith, 9/10
AGORA-When you need somebody to ll.sten1 we'll oo therv. Talking, l'C!allonlng
lll\U coffee no extra. Any twenty.:four
houre. Northwest corner Mes11. Vlata.
27'1·3013. 9/10

DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Do something I Hclp our student& by tutoring
bll,sfc !IUbJectB ~ hre. a week. We need
you. ISRAD H1111ic Edu~atton, 2500 C~n
tral SE. 277·8611.
McGOVERN FOR PRESIDENT. Students
'!or McGovern need$ your hclp. 243-2119.
9/10

2) LOST & FOUND
LADIES WATCH near the Tennis Court3
CJill 277-4088, D/10

SERVICES

3)

:RIDERS FO.R CARPOOL. CotTaJes, 8983487 cvenlnR"II· 9/3
S'l'tJDY MIME with The K11111noff School.
Enroll now. Inronnatlon: 2G5·8UiO.
l'liOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intensive In•
dlvlduallzf!d Instruction in fundamentals,
Ot' t.o.llored to your prt'l!ent ]eYe] o£
aehlcvement, by serious professional,
lleavy practice in {!XceUent darkroom,
JA!etures, discU!!l.11ons, argument3, field
tl'lp$, l!rftllllles. Limited to eiltht vezy
aerioua P('rS()ns. Vezy neat' UNM. Call
2GG•2444. !l/0
UIBLE AND GREEK eoul'SM tor credit.
Rt'J'list<!r now. Chrbtinn Student Center.
103 Gfratd NE. l!61i•4312 9/10
STUDY MIME with riJE~-M-IM_E_E_X-.
PERIMENT. Enroll now. Information:
21iG·811lO. 9/!l
COLOR, TV REPAIR, "In Your
Homet" $2.00 Service. 268·7616. 9/9
TUTORING IN liUMANITlES--esuecially
psychology, sotiology and Englf!b. Call

n-w.

5)

FORSALE

19fg6~.~la.fi~C!W!. 61[38: rebuilt motor.
1960 CADILLAC HEARSE. Now tires, new
mufflers, JM:rack FM stereo tape deek
with 6 tapes, $850. 282-5283.

FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. ThllSe unit& have AM·FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player, Also come
complete w/sePnrate deluxe Garrard
chan~er & tour spl,!aker system. $109.96
ca!Jh or tenns. United Freight Snll'!l. 3920
Sal\ Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn.
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Scwlng Machines. The!!e machlnt'S have never been tl.lled and are
equiPPed w/zlg.zng, make buttonholes,
eta, WiU be aoJd for $49 l.!aCb, callh Or
terJll11. United Z.'relghf; Scles. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn

6) EMPLOYMENT
MALE STUDENT YEAR ROUND parttime job. Supervblng newspaper carrier
boya. 20.26 houl'!l per week. $1.7G per
hour. Must be available 12 noon on Wed.
4 p.m. other days, Phone 243·1381 !or
appt. 9/16
PART TlME. l'rll!lhman and Sophomores.
Business ia good, need more help. AplllY
in Pl:!raon at Der Wlenereehnib:el, 4201
Centl:al NE. ll/~1

1)

MISCELLANEOUS

GIRLS I COME TO THE FUNBRELLA,
1003 San l'llateo NE I Albuquel'Que's
filli!St-New and pre-owtled fMhions
Boutique-whcrt1 you cnn buy $41).00
name brand feshions for just; $5.96.
Mester Chtlll':e, Bankamericard welcome.
9/1G
GARAGE SALE! lou ot :turnlture, eta.
Pretty cheap. Fri./Sat., Sept. 3 & 4th.
1/i21 Slgrn! Cbf 24Z..4Z8Z. 9/10

u.s.

they ~re vulnerable the
government does mea~ and nasty
things, it has upped the stakes,''
"We now have an experience of
armed struggle from the Panthers
and the Weathermen. It didn't get
them much. It moved the
Panthers toward Stalinism and it
alienated the people they were
trying to reach. Anyone with a
surplus M·l who takes on the

HARRIS

u.s., with enough nerve gas to kill
the population of the world 37
times, has got to be crazy. The
Panthers have worked thelllSelves
into a corner, it's good they seem
to be backing off now. I can
respect the Weathermen in terms
of courage, but not for good
.sense. Their politics is suicldat"
' ' V j o 1 en c e is a soc i a 1
phenomenon we're trying to get
rid of/' Harris says. "It cannot be
solved by more violence. No
society so far as I can .see has had
a successful revolution, not the
kind of revolution 1 want. If you
categorize people not jn terms of
left and right, but those who use
violence, manipulate others and
kill, the lines are drawn
differently."
Harris is no old fashioned
pacifist. "I don't even like the
word.'' he says. "It implies
passivity. I'd rather be violent
than passive.'• He describes
himself as an advocate of
aggressive non•violence and .says
he can get behind the destruction
of property, as the Berrigans did
with draft records.
At times it is discouraging being
a full•time Revolutionary. Harris
admits. "I've been working at it
since 1963 with SNNC in
Mississippi, but I keep on because
I believe it is possible to ~hange
the existing social structw:e. There
is nothing more worthwhile to
dedicate
my lite toare
thantoo
that."
"Americans
easily
discouraged;• he says. "They have
the 'Great Green Pill' theory of
social change conditioned by
yeats of TV. They've seen the tube
where a guy has acne and a 1951

29~0417.·~-:9/'::-9~-------4) FORRENT

I

UNIV APARTMENT for 1 or 2, cooking
tadJltlC!I call 842·9039. 9/10

5}

FORSALE

DOBERMAN PINSHER PUPPY, 0 weeks
old. Purebred but 'ho ]laJletS. $30. Call
247·4124 after tlve.
Gl,.,TlUUMPJl 'l'R-3. Nl!!t! wheeLJ tor the
~urlst. $473.65. 298-8214. 9/16
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ll~
ords. Drothem MUsic. 1881 Central Nw.
242·3Wi. 0/10
DSA 19'T(J LtGHTNING, 10,000 mi. A'ood
condition, 8!18·3654 after 5 P.M. 9/10
1964 FORD PICKUP• .Radio, twa mounted
allarl!!l, $760. 842-9346, 9/9
VtOLIN, totta, good cotldition, $100. 256·
8839. 9/9.
1967 MGB, DRG, many {!XtratJ, See at
162i} Roma N.E.
1911R CIIEV DEL Am Wagon 327. PS,
PD, Air Cond, ~-speed suto, new tlrell',
48,00() ml, $1500.
- - 282-5288.
---l!l70 TlUUMl'll •rttOPllY liOO. Great Contlltlon, . 206•8086, 9/9 .
. . .
GERMAN SHEPARD pupple!!, lteglstered.

Chrysler and no friends he drops are. the men running the
some pills, and suddenly he has an government."
.
ElDorado and girls following him,
"~f we are gomg ~o make
Many people work like hell for six steahng and mm:der Vl.'l~es we
month$, don't see any change and s~ould start at the. t~p w1th the
give up."
b1g ones. The way .It 1s now you
"Looking back I really get
steal fro~ Y?~r ne1ghbor and get
sense of victory at what's 10 years m JiUl, you steal all the
happened in the past five years. ln oil in Venezuela and you get to be
<U-aft tefusals now the government gove:rl?or of New Y~r~. Most of
admitsoneoutoftworefuse and thacmnespeopleare]adedforare
that means it is probably :nore no~hing bad. They . are cri~es
like one out of three or one out agamst property, or tmproprtety
of four. Five years ~go I said it t~ society. 60 per c.ent of those in
was a million to one chance for a With me were Mex~cans who had
kind of world we want, now it is crossed an imaginary Une without
only 99 to one still pretty stiff a proper card.''
odds. But we:ve accompliahed
"Noone .should be locked. up,
things like educating Nixon to not even 1f they use herom. I
recognize China. Of course that's don't dig it, but to them
because U.S, corporations want to everything is right there in their
sell to China."
l~p. We should be able to give
Harris sees America· as the them that without smack. I'll tell
symbol of the corporate military you I'd much rather have a guy
state that with variations in shooting heroin than being a
cultural patterns ls ih~ t!Uemy general for the Pentagon."
throughout the w~:rld. To him Los
While he was in prison Harris
Angeles is the model for all of says he went through a lot of
what we have to fight. "When I personal doubts. "I forgot how to
visit there I get a sense of be a husband, and I'd never been a
impending doom. It is the father." He thought about doing
future, he says.
more organizing than even when
"W; have to break up society he got out, or just relating to his
into more governable segments family. "The day I walked out I
than one nation of 200 million. It walked into a barrage of flash
has to be much smaller so bulbs and reporters." Now he and
democracy is functionable. We Joan spend a lot of time apart,
have to withdraw power from the each wox-king their own
central government and distribute engagements.
it to small groups. People will
''I. don't ~ant}o be ,a leader,"
make it work based on human Harr1s explams. I don t want to
love. I don't want any bosses over be a superstar· l even had
me, and few of us do. The 'trouble somebody come up and ask for
is the rules we live under have my autograph. It really floored
little connection to us. We didn't me. I want to be part of the
participate in making them. We people: not the~ be part of ~e.
are just taught to accept them; Tha~ s what s wrong w1th
there is very little sense ot A.mert~n culture. It manufactuJ:es
responsibility or participation by celebrities that oth~rs w;ant to
people.,.
follow. Aft.(;lr a certam po~nt .you
Harris admits that maybe the start to belteve you are mvmctble,
Revolution is impossible, but we you expe~t too much of yourself
have to try anyway because we and beheve you have. all the
are in a unique situation. "If we ~swers. Then you go msane. 1
<:annat change the way we live we still have some of these problems
don't survive as a human race. to work ou~: I'm no better tl!an
We'll probably choke to death or anyone else.
:.:...
go raving insane. No previous
r
movement was ever under such
l
j
pressure to succeed."
·
" "While be was in prison Harris
J
kept on organizing against the
system. He helped start four
different prison strikes and was l
transfered after each incident.
"My theory was to make it as
difficult for them to function as
SCHLITZ&
possible. Everyone in there was a
I
BUDWEISER
poJitical prisoner in the sense that
J
they were all in for a situation
$3.84 per case
they didn't create, I would do
j
I
905
away with jails completely. The
I
\
biggest criminals in the country
--------------------·---------
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Different
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times

$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 time~)
TERMS: Payment must be mode in fufl prior to insettion of advertisement
ClASSI~ICATIONS:
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5. ForSole
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29G·S08G,

DOBERMAN. PINSCltER Pt1PP'!t, 8
W<!ekiJ old. Pur11brcd but no paper!! $15.
Call 247-4124 after five.
o1Sx8 JIOUS:E 'l'RAlLER for sale. PhoM
Tutty af«!r 6, 29.6•4080. ll/lli
An TURNTARLE Shure MillE carttldtte.
Ncw $131. Ex<'ellent condition, $80, Joe
268-2500 Ot' M.E. 219.
SHIRTS !AFlorals, SolldtJ~,. striPes, Prints,
Khlll!. llln :VO\Ir size. LObo Men'll Shop.
2120 C!!htral SE. 243-6954.
NEED :H;OUSING? Mobile Horrt~ from
. $&,OM, CaU AMBH 265-G7'7S. 9/14
WEA.VIN'G !S FUN! Learn to weave wall
htmstlng111halld bn~s- belts etc. 4 harness
tliJJd!tt1' 100n1. $26.00. Inkie $!4. Inlltructfon. 268-6862. 9/1
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